Virtual digital pathology: The future is near
Editor, Learning of basic and oral histology and pathology is an important part of education in an undergraduate dental student's curriculum not only in India but also worldwide. The teaching of basic oral histology, oral pathology is rendered through the conventional methodology of lectures and tutorials. The practical classes involve studying the tissue specimen through routine glass slides mounted with coverslips using light microscopes.
With the emergence of advanced technology, the superiority of the light microscope as a teaching modality is being critically reviewed. Although the use of conventional light microscopes is technically least challenging, it has been disliked by the students due to lack of quality and consistency of its use which is both time consuming as well as tiring for the eyes. Even pathologists find its limitation in reproducing the same field repeatedly over and over again. Virtual digital microscopy could be a promising solution for such limitations of routine conventional microscopy though presenting with its own technical challenges. [1] Szymas and Lundin have stated distinct advantage and acceptance of virtual microscopy to study basic and oral pathology among students with significant improvement in understanding of the subject. They linked digitized slides with macroscopic, microscopic, and clinical images to serve as study material, with ease of handling and dissemination during practical classes. [2] Chen et al. have also reported advantages of digital virtual pathology in improving education of oral pathology slides. It also allows for easy revision by the students after the class. The setting up of a virtual online server allows for constructive views, reviews, opinions, comments, and discussions for each case. Virtual microscopy can also serve as basis for telepathology services and consultations by distant pathologists. [3] Fonseca et al. reported an improvement in the practical classes of oral pathology with a much higher interaction with the students during the class. The simplicity of the software, the high quality of the virtual slides, requiring a smaller time to identify microscopic structures, were considered important for a better teaching process. [4] Virtual microscopy has clear advantages; however, a few barriers limit it is easy and early transition in dental education in India. The possible barriers include high initial set-up costs, infrastructure (including computer hardware, software, and high-speed internet), data management and storage, and ease of accessibility by users. One probable barrier could be acceptance of virtual microscopy by experienced pathologists who are used to observing tissues through glass slides over the years. [5] With an eye on future of dental education in India, digital pathology with virtual microscopy is definitely the need of the hour for improvement in teaching standards and efficient student learning experiences and should replace conventional methods of learning and teaching oral pathology.
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